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PROS

CONS

Sensitive upgrades to established standards; 
620MkII looks better; 661MkII in a class of 
its own.

Lanyard attachment and hand noise on 620.

REVIEW

Dedicated portable recorders can be positioned 
in a matrix with axes for track count, 
size and ease of operation. The pinnacle 
of achievement lies with machines 

like the Sound Devices range that 
balance high track count with 
extensive mixer control 
in a package that 
is small enough 
to be lugged all 
day and with 
all the essential 
frequently used 
functions placed on 
or near the top. At the 
bottom of the heap are the 
clip-on bits and pieces that 
apparently transform a phone 
into a full-bore acquisition device. 
Putting aside the notorious 
fragility of the connectors on 
your average phone together with 
their less than friendly user interfaces 
I am moved to suggest that these 
represent almost intellectual challenges 
for manufacturers who do it because they can. Well, 
you can make a lightbulb glow when connected 
to items from your fruit and veg tray but it’s not a 
solution to remote powering on location. If you’ve 
ever seen the look of desperation on the face on 
anyone who has ever dropped their phone then I 
think we need not dwell on the suitability of them as 
serious acquisition tools.

I have dropped Marantz recorders on numerous 
occasions and it’s one of the reasons why I continue to 
use them for all my interviews and remote recordings. 
I hung on to cassette perhaps for too long through 
what were effectively disposable cassette recorders 
before graduating briefly to a Marantz CP430. My leap 
to digital came with the PMD670 and you can see how 
I was thinking — large interface, lots of connectivity 
and pro potential even though it shames me to admit 
that I ended up using the top face internal mic much of 
the time. When the PMD661 arrived it was a complete 
no-brainer for me as it had the connectivity, had two 
mics built-in, was much smaller and frankly it was 
simpler to operate for all the PMD670’s top panel 
switches. I’ve used one ever since.

The PMD661 and its smaller PMD620 brother 
have both been upgraded to MkII status. The 620 
amounts to the same operating system and feature 
set as the 661 but with reduced connectivity, fewer 
physical controls, and more menu dependence in a 
recorder the size of a tall pack of 20 cigarettes. 

MkII enhancements across both stereo machines 
are comparatively minor and focus mostly on security 
issues. What’s most impressive is that the 620 and 
661 SD card recorders have been in production since 
the end of 2007 and end of 2008 respectively and the 
MkII tweak underlines just how right both units were 
on release. The prices have also been retained: 620 
MkII UK£269; 661MkII £449 (both + VAT.)

You now get an SD Card Check process, which is 

handy in these days of cheaper 
but also possibly dodgier media. A 

Retake feature lets you create a drop-in point 
on an existing recording and rerecord a part. 

There’s also file encryption allowing MP3 files 
to be encrypted to MPS and WAV to WAS 
with four-digit password protection. This 
coincides with updated PMD Marker 
Editor software which comes free 
with the recorders. You can 
also lock menu access by 
password which will 
be useful for fleets of 
reporter recorders.

Both machines operate 
on a principle of presets; a 
preset being a combination 
of user settings that can range 
from input source (internal or 
external mic or line input) to 
recording format (three degrees of 
MP3 and PCM at 16 and 24-bit to a 
maximum of 48kHz on the 620; five 
degrees of MP3 and the extra option of 
96kHz PCM on the 661) to various other 
configuration options. For all intents and 
purposes once these are set you can forget 
about them.

The 620 was originally launched with a 
brushed grey effect surface and its MkII incarnation 
is brought in line with the smooth black of the 661, 
which in MkII guise looks identical to its predecessor.

What I’ve always loved about the 661 is its balance 
of size to control density. You get clear LED metering 
on the leading edge, the essential transport controls 
at the bottom, the concentric Play/Enter combination 
‘dial’ in the middle and dedicated switches for function 
access and display navigation and call up. I love the 
fact that you get discrete stereo speakers on the front 
edges, a full size proper headphone socket (I can’t 
believe that we’ve accepted mini sockets on our gear 
without revolt) a thumbwheel volume control and the 
dual concentric input level pot. You get phono outputs, 

a mini socket analogue input, digital input on phono, 
the USB port and a hinged flap that covers the SD 
card slot that has never come adrift in years of mostly 
inconsiderate use. The peach is the front end which 
has XLR inputs for mic or line with switchable 48V 
phantom placed between the outrigger built-in mics. 
What’s great about these is that you can handhold the 
661 and point it (with negligible hand noise) or, as I 
mostly do, place it on a surface for which it’s excellent 
as the mics are at the top of the front edge of the unit 
and avoid ‘coupling’ to the surface. The 620 when 
used in this manner suffers because the mics take up 
the whole depth of the front edge; it performs better 
when more upright.

The 620’s switch count is predictably down on 
the 661 and although it does retain the Stop, Record 

Pause and Record buttons they are scaled down. 
It’s a harder interface to navigate due to fewer 

switches and the display, which had me 
reaching for my spectacles on the preset 
menus. External mic and line inputs are on 
the nose while the USB and SD card flaps 

are on the base. Phones and Line out are on 
the left side together with a Remote socket 

for external control, which the 661 also has. 
A minor irritation for me is that the lanyard that 

laces into the base of the 620 also interferes with the 
unit’s ability to stand on its base.

While there are tiny rubber insulation dots for 
placing the 620 on a surface it’s really a device for 
handheld use. Like all small handheld recorders you 
have to watch hand noise and the 620 is no worse 
than others in this respect although I’ll qualify that 
by adding that the noise is from surface friction 

rather than clicks, bangs and rattles so it won’t 
obliterate your audio. What I found works 

best is to set the display to show metering 
and to get comfortable holding the 620 so 
your thumb rests over the recording level 
up/down buttons. That way you don’t 
need to shift grip and generate noise. 
Alternatively run an external mic on 
a cable.

Sonically the 661 always has it for 
me due, I believe, to the slightly wider 
spacing on the mic capsules for the 
stereo but really comparisons are 
inappropriate because they are 
targeted at completely different 
applications; no one will buy 
a 620 instead of a 661, for 
example. The PMD620MkII 
ticks all the boxes for a 
small handheld recorder 
and holds its own in broad 
company. It’s a solid box 

that you don’t have to be 
too delicate with and you’ll 

get at least 5 hours on two 
AAs. I believe the PMD661MkII is 

class leading with a combination of 
features and feel that is unbeatable. 

For what it does and how it does it, it’s 
also a bargain. n

Marantz 
PMD620/661MkIIs
Stereo SD card portable recorders are plentiful yet the really good ones stand out.  

ZENON SCHOEPE reappraises MkII versions of two strong players.




